Judging by the amount of research activity in progress, urban history is thriving in Canada. This second survey lists 306 individuals and their projects, a number which represents considerable growth from the 130 included in a similar list in this journal four years ago.* The list is probably still far from complete, but it is an indication of who is working in the field, what type of topic is being examined and where the work is taking place. Many of those included here would not consider themselves "urban historians" in any exclusive sense, but their work explicitly or implicitly relates to the historical development of particular cities or to the broader aspects of the urban past.

Most of the research work continues to be done at universities, with more than half (166) involving graduate degrees. A significant amount of research is now being done by government agencies such as Parks Canada (27), but this aspect of the list is particularly incomplete. Whether government cutbacks will seriously curtail this development is still not clear. In terms of disciplines, those listing themselves as historians continue to dominate (190), with geographers (62) the most numerous group in the social sciences. A major new area of interest is architecture (31).

*See/voir, Urban History Review/Revue d'histoire urbaine, No. 3-75 (February/fevrier, 1976), pp. 27-36.
while planning remains relatively poorly represented (8). It should be pointed out, however, that a good deal of architectural and planning history is done by those whose academic affiliation is either history or geography. As was the case four years ago, economists and sociologists are still not heavily committed to research on the urban past.

Almost half (144) of those listed are located in Ontario, but the former concentration of urban historians in this region has been diminished considerably. The most notable development in this regard is the growth of research activity in Quebec (62) and the strong showing of the West (64), while growth is not as evident in Atlantic Canada (34). Much of the new activity appears to stem from graduate work at the smaller, newer universities such as Memorial, Quebec at Montreal, Sherbrooke, Guelph, Regina and Victoria. A concomitant development is an increase in the local nature of urban history, perhaps representing the growing regionalization of the country. Only thirty-two researchers are working on regions other than that in which they reside; most of these are graduate students in Ontario who work on places in the Maritimes and Quebec.

The sharp growth of interest by Quebec historians in their own cities is shown by the numbers who are examining aspects of Montreal's history (34), Quebec City (18) and Sherbrooke (4). In Ontario most of the research is directed to Toronto's past (30), followed at a distance by Hamilton (8). In the West, Winnipeg and Vancouver are listed nine and eight times respectively; Regina is now up to seven. Saint John (11) is the most popular urban research area in the
Maritimes, followed by Halifax (9). In each region there seems to be a new interest in the medium-sized community, which is a welcome departure from the previous concentration on only the largest places.

What might loosely be termed "social" history represents the largest category in terms of emphasis (107); this includes everything from institutions such as schools, churches and unions in an urban setting, to systematic analyses of society. Correlating social characteristics and the spatial dimension — that is, putting people on the map — is increasingly of interest to geographers. Those interested in the physical aspects of urban development (70) tend to emphasize architecture although housing remains a curiously neglected subject particularly in the sense that it could be an important element of the city-building process. Those working on economic growth (56) have turned to a city's regional orientation or to systems and networks. The study of government and politics (51) continues to concentrate on the reform period of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The tendency to deal with the 1870-1920 period is true of all areas, although there is now more work being done on the post-1920 period. The pre-Confederation and the 17th and 18th centuries continue to be neglected.

If any central theme runs through the diversity of research topics it is probably the question of power. This may not always be apparent from the bare and often sparsely worded listings, but it is an impression I get from discussing many of these projects with the individuals concerned. Power in
this sense involves social and community relationships at several levels, including metropolis-hinterland arrangements, class differentiation, and changes in the nature and role of several levels of government. One of our long term tasks - one that can provide a good deal of direction to the field of urban history - is to describe and analyse the decision-making process of individuals and groups in terms of control and the spatial distribution of power.

Confédération et les XVIIᵉ et XVIIIᵉ siècles continuent à être négligés.

Si un thème central ressort de la diversité des sujets de recherche, c'est probablement la question du pouvoir. Cette constatation n'est peut-être pas toujours apparente dans les résumés simples et souvent très succints mais c'est une impression que je retire des discussions engagées sur de nombreux sujets en cause avec les chercheurs. Le pouvoir en ce sens touche les relations communautaires et sociales à plusieurs niveaux, y compris les accords entre la métropole et l'arrière-pays, la différenciation des classes et les changements apportés à la nature et au rôle de plusieurs paliers du gouvernement. L'une de nos tâches à long terme - qui pourra d'ailleurs appliquer une forte orientation au domaine de l'histoire urbaine - est de décrire et d'analyser le processus de prise de décision des particuliers et des groupes quant au contrôle et à la répartition spatiale du pouvoir.

* * *

ABBOT JR Hist Dept Algoma U College: 1. resource-based communities: Canada, US, Australia 2. adaptation of metropolitan institutional designs to resource frontier environments with particular emphasis on school systems and northern Ontario, mid-19th to mid-20th centuries.


ACHESON TW Hist Dept UNB: hist of Saint John 1814-60.


ALGIE S Cdn Inventory of Historic Bldgs, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Park Canada: reports on selected bldgs in Ont (in press).


ANDREW M (prof JM Norris): public health in the City of Vancouver 1886-1920 (PhD Hist British Columbia, completed 1979).

ARMSTRONG C AND NELLES HV Hist Dept York U: promotion, organization and financing of urban public utilities in Canada's ten largest cities and by Canadians abroad, 1880-1930.

ARMSTRONG M (prof GA Stelter) speculators and land dev in 19th c Guelph (MA Hist Guelph).


AUBRY S (prof J-P Kesteman): les notabilités sherbrookoises 1850-75 (MA Hist Sherbrooke).


BAKER M (profs FH Armstrong and PF Neary): history of St. John's, Nfld (PhD Hist Western).

BAKER W Hist Dept U Lethbridge: Lethbridge regional history.


BATOR PA Mississauga: 1. urb and soc reform post 1880 2. dev of professions esp medicine.


BELANGER C (prof A Dubuc): Valleyfield 1940-70: étude d'une ville satellite (MA Hist Montréal).


BERSSENBRUGGE GH CIBC York-Atkinson: 1. survey of financial institutions dev 1900-present 2. urban-rural communities, Toronto-centered region.
BERTLEY L (prof C Nish): an historical study of the Blacks in Montreal from 1871 to present PhD Hist Concordia).

BETKE CF Hist Dept Camrose Lutheran Coll: dev of urb community in Edmonton 1898-1921.


BLOOMFIELD GT Geog Dept U Guelph: 1. industrial dev and land use in Ontario cities 2. Can automotive industry.


BRADBURY JH Geog Dept McGill: 1. survey of iron-ore mining towns in Northern Quebec 2. survey of Inco at Sudbury and in the third world.


BREEN DH Hist Dept UBC: 1. oil industry and urbanization in Alberta 2. Calgary, entrepreneurial initiative, finance and management in the petroleum industry.

BRENNAN JW Hist Dept U Regina: history of Regina.

BRENNAN PH (prof CO White): urb pub works relief in Saskatchewan: the early depression years (MA Hist Regina).


BROWN HC (prof M Staveley): the impact of modernization on the traditional economy and society of Inner Placentia Bay (MA Geog Memorial).


BUGGEY S Construction Hist Section, Parks Canada: 1. Halifax, 1820-1880 2. urban parks.

BURGESS J (profs J-C Robert et P-A Linteau): l'industrie de la chaussure à Montréal 1840-1870: de l'artisanat à la fabrique (PhD Hist U Québec à Montréal).

BURLEY D (profs D Gagan and J Weaver): a prosopographical analysis of the business community of Brantford, 1830-1880 (PhD Hist McMaster).
CAMERON C Cdn Inventory of Historic Bldgs, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada: Canadian urb housing in the 1920s: planning, design, construction.

CAMERON D, MACDOUGALL H, AND RIENDEAU R Cdn Inventory of Historic Bldg National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada: reports on selected bldgs in the greater Toronto area.

CARELESS JMS Hist Dept U Toronto: 1. metropolitan-regional interplay in Canada to 1920 2. ethnic factors in urb Can identities. 3. Toronto to 1918.


CARRINGTON S, ROSTECKI RR, AND SAUNDERS I, Cdn Inventory of Historic Bldgs, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada: reports on selected bldgs in Winnipeg.

CARTER M Cdn Inventory of Historic Bldg, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada: preparation of manuscript on "How to Research a Building in Canada," incl emphasis for bldg research, techniques, sources.


CHABOT L Inventaire des bâtiments historiques du Canada, Direction des lieux et des parcs nationaux, Parcs Canada: comptes rendus de certains bâtiments dans la ville de Québec et dans les municipalités avoisinantes (en impression).


CHAZAL S (prof FM Gagnon): les photographes montréalais dans la seconde moitié du 19e siècle 1840-1890 (PhD Arch Montréal).

CHISAMORE DA: survey of the role of late 19th c mechanic's institutes in five eastern Ontario towns (MA Queen's).

CHOUINARD G (prof L Noppen): l'architecture religieuse au Québec de 1760 à 1790 (MA Arch Laval).


CLOUTIER, N: voir BEDARD R.

COULTER TJ Pol Econ Dept U Toronto: 1. political biography of Frederick G. Gardiner 2. governance of Cdn metropolitan centres.


COREA LM (prof A Moscovitch): Thomas Adams: town planner as social reformer (MSW research paper, Carleton).


CULLINGWORTH JB Urb and Comm Studies Centre U Toronto: comp survey of dev of land policies in Cdn provinces.

DAHL EH Nat Map Collection PAC: printed maps of Quebec City 1613-1900.

DAHMS FA Geog Dept U Guelph: 1. changing functions of rural settlements in Ontario 1820s to present 2. changing spatial organization of small industrial and service centers in Ontario 1820s to present.

DALE EH Geog U Regina 1. the future of Saskatchewan small towns: the case for rejuvenation and the search for a model 2. development of Regina.


DE LORIMIER M Inventaire des bâtiments historiques du Canada, Direction des lieux et des parcs historiques nationaux, Parcs Canada: inventaire descriptif d'anciens bâtiments de Québec (en impression).


DICKENSON DB (prof GN Emery): ethnic variation in behavioural response to structural change: urbanization, integration, and Hungarian immigrants in Norfolk County 1920-70 (MA Hist Western).


DOURAMAKOU A (prof H Troper): The Greek community in Toronto 1900-1940 (MA Hist Toronto).

DOYLE KA (prof MS Cross): mobility integration and assimilation of the Irish in Peterborough 1850-1870 (PhD Hist Dalhousie).


DROUIN J (prof Y Saint-Germain): développement économique urbain, propriété foncière et le centre-ville de Montréal 1890-1903 (MA Hist Montréal).

DUFRESNE S (prof P-A Linteau): le carnaval d'hiver de Montréal 1883-1889 (MA Hist U Québec à Montréal).


DYDO R (prof U Sautter): unemployment relief in Windsor during the great depression (MA Hist Windsor).

ECHENBERG HD (prof GN Emery): urbanization integration and organized sport in 19th c Ont:
London 1850-1900, a case study (MA Hist Western).


FARRELL D Hist Dept U Guelph: Detroit during the British regime.

FELSKE LW (prof CC Berger): social history of mining in the Crowsnest Pass: the coal communities of the West Canadian Collieries (PhD Hist Toronto).


FINGARD J Hist Dept Dalhousie: merchant seamen in 19th c Cdn ports.


FOSTER KA freelance writer/researcher, Regina: history of Moose Jaw, 1882-1892.

FRANK D (prof J Fingard): the Cape Breton coal miners, 1917-1926 (PhD Hist Dalhousie).


GAD GHK Geog Dept U Toronto: the dev of office districts, Toronto and Montreal, 1840-1980.

GAGAN R (prof J Weaver): housing and sanitary reform in Hamilton 1900-1920 (MA Hist McMaster).


GAGNON-PRATTE F (prof L Noppen): l'architecture des villes au Québec au 19e siècle (MA Arch Laval).


GASTON I (prof JT Lemon): subdivision process and society in Toronto, 1851-1883 (PhD Geog Toronto).
GERMAIN A Institut d'Urbanisme, Univ de Montréal: 1. genèse de l'urbanisme, réformisme et bossism à Montréal au tournant du siècle (PhD Hist) 2. histoire de l'urbanisation et mode de développement au Québec: point de vue sociologique.


GIROUX A: voir BEDARD R.

GLYNN DN (prof GR Cook): English immigration to Toronto 1896-1914 (PhD Hist York).


GRAFF HJ Hist Dept U Texas at Dallas (1979-80 Newberry Library, Chicago): 1. the literacy myth: literacy and social structure in the 19th century city (pub 1979) 2. the history of literacy in the western world.

GROVER S Cdn Inventory of Historic Bldg, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada: reports on selected bldgs in Saskatoon (in press).

GUAY M (prof RA Jones): la fête de la St-Jean-Baptiste à Montréal et à Québec des origines à nos jours 1834-1960 (PhD Hist Laval).


HALE CA Cdn Inventory of Historic Bldg National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada: the rebuilding of Saint John NB 1877-1881 (in press).

HANLON P (prof AR Allen): the soc structure of three Hamilton protestant congregations, with spec atten to the soc ideas and pub action of their lay elites (MA Hist McMaster).

HANN RG (prof D Fleming): the dev of independent journalism in Toronto 1867-96 (PhD Hist Harvard).


HANSON SD Archives U Sask: See KERR CD.

HARRIS RS (profs EG Moore, J. Holmes, P. Goheen): 1. urbanisation and the dev of capitalism in Can c.1850 – present (PhD Geog Queen's) 2. (with BS Osborne) pol econ of housing in Kingston Ont 1881-1901 3. residential segregation and the reproduction of labour power in Kingston 1961-76.

HASKINS RJ (prof J Courtney): the ward system in Saskatoon local gov
HERON C (prof GS Kealey): the Hamilton working class 1900-1930 (PhD Hist Dalhousie).


HINDS D (prof B Wiesman): the evolution of urban public park design in Europe and America: Vancouver adaptation to 1913 (MA Planning UBC completed 1979).


HIVES C (prof FH Armstrong): the floods of London, Ontario (MA Hist Western).


HULCHANSKI JK Urban and Regional Planning Dept U Toronto: 1. urb planning hist 2. evol of Cdn prov land use planning legislation.

HUME M (prof N MacDonald): elections and electioneering in early Vancouver (MA Hist UBC).


JACKSON JN Geog Dept Brock U: evol. of settlement on both sides of international border in Niagara Peninsula area.

JOHNSTON D (prof A Moscovitch): wartime rent control (MSW research paper Carleton).

JOHNSTON KL (prof MS Cross): drink in Halifax society 1880-95 (MA Hist Dalhousie).

JONES EH Hist Dept Trent U: municipal politics in 19th c Ontario.

KEALEY GS Hist Dept Dalhousie U: history of Ontario working class to 1919.

KENNY TS (prof DJ Bercuson): labour relations in Rossland-Trail 1899-1917: a study of conditions in BC hardrock mining and smelting industries (MA Hist Calgary).

KERR DC Eng Dept U Saskatchewan and HANSON SD Archives U Saskatchewan: general hist of Saskatoon.

KERR DP Geog Dept U Toronto: metropolitan dominance 1880-1920.


KLASSEN HC Hist Dept U Calgary: social hist of early Calgary.
KLODAWSKY F Geog Dept Queen's U: 1. hist of Toronto urb planning 1945-76 2. pol econ of the local state in a Cdn context.

KNIGHT DB Geog Dept Carleton U: 1. images of cities 2. dev of Ottawa.

KONRAD VA Geog Dept and Can-Am Center U Maine: 1. orientations toward the past in the urban landscape 2. built urban landscapes of the past.


KOSNY ME (prof HS Coblentz): a tale of two cities: an evaluation of local government organization theory and its implications for municipal reorganization in Thunder Bay Ont (PhD, Planning, Waterloo).

KRATS P (prof FH Armstrong): history of Sudbury, 1883-1931 (PhD Hist Western).

KRISMER VM (prof N Ward): the impact of three levels of gov on the people of North Battleford (MA Pol Sci Saskatchewan).

LABELLE S: voir TREMBLE R.


LACH E (prof M Zaslow): the hist of the pre-1920 Italian settlement at Sault Ste Marie Ont (MA Hist Western).


LAI CYD Geog Dept U Victoria: the growth and decline of Victoria's Chinatown.

LAMBERT P Architecte de Montréal: le dev urbain de Montréal, 1760-1914 (les bâtiments en pierre grise; principale évidence de ce développement).

LAMLY P (prof M Cross): the Halifax street railway (MA Hist Dalhousie).

LAMONDE Y Centre d'Etudes canadiennes-françaises McGill: 1. pre-industrial and industrial forms of culture and leisure 2. working class and bourgeois culture in Montreal (19-20th centuries).

LAPIERRE D: voir GALARNEAU P.


LAUZIER R (prof M Vallières): le port de Québec entre 1875 et 1930: son évolution historique (MA Laval).

LAVOIE J (prof J-C Dupont): la sellerie de village au Québec (MA Laval).


LEMON JT Geog Dept U Toronto: 1. Toronto since 1918 2. theoretical bases of social/urban historical geography 3. early America.

LEPINE D (Prof A Lachance): serviteurs et domestiques à Montréal sous le régime français 1713-1744 (MA Hist Sherbrooke).

LEVINE A (prof JMS Careless): the early Jewish community in Toronto (PhD hist Toronto).

LEWIS NH (prof N Sutherland): advising the parent: child-rearing practices in BC during the inter-war years (D Ed UBC).

LEYTON BROWN M (prof AN Lalonde): the early hist of Estevan, Saskatchewan (MA Hist Regina).


LINTEAU P-A Hist Dept H History U Québec à Montréal: 1. l'urbanisation au Québec des origines à nos jours 2. Montréal aux 19e et 20e siècles.


MACDOUGALL HA (prof JMS Careless): 1. the dev of pub health activity in Toronto 1834-1890 (PhD Hist Toronto) 2. See: CAMERON D.

MACGILLIVRAY DW (prof WR Graham): industrial Cape Breton 1890-1920 (PhD Queen's).

MACKINNON R (prof J Mannion): growth of commercial agriculture and marketing strategy, St. John's hinterland, 1800-1935 (MA Geog Memorial).

MACKINNON WR (prof TW Acheson): patterns of settlement in Doaktown NB (MA Hist New Brunswick).


MANNION J Geog Dept Memorial U: Irish merchant community, Newfoundland migrations and provision trade 1675-1850.

MARSHALL JU Geog Dept York U: city growth rates and rank instability, 19th c.

MATERAZZI F (prof J Kurien): urb growth, land use and income in Hull (MA Geog McGill).

MCCALLA D Hist Dept Trent U: econ hist of Upper Canada/Ontario to 1870.

MCCAMMON A (prof GA Stelter): imperial authority and the evol of municipal gov in Upper Canada (MA Hist Guelph).

MCCANN LD Geog Dept Mount Allison U: 1. urban growth and the mercantile-industrial transition in maritime Canada 2. the
heartland-hinterland process and urban growth in Canada 3. urban history of Halifax.

MCDONALD RAJ Hist Dept UBC: the business elite and political power in Vancouver to 1914.

MCGAHA N EW Fredericton NB: 1. the port of Saint John NB 1911-1927 2. development of leisure/tourism activities in NB 1867-1929.

MCGINNIS JP AND DONNELLY F Cdn Inventory of Historic Bldg, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada: reports on selected bldgs in Calgary 1972-74.


MCMAHON J (prof FH Armstrong): the London diocese under Bishop Walsh, 1867-1889 (MA Hist Western).


MEEN SP (prof LFS Upton): the battle for the Sabbath: the Sabbatarian lobby in Canada, 1890-1912 (PhD Hist UBC completed 1979).

MESSIER JJ (prof A Lachance): les bouchers et les boulangers à Montréal 1663-1763 (MA Hist Sherbrooke).

MILLS GE Cdn Inventory of Historic Bldg, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada: reports on selected bldgs in Vancouver and Victoria, 2 vols (in press).

MOORE P Geog Dept U Toronto: processes of neighborhood change.

MOSCOVITCH A School of Social Work Carleton U; 1. hist and dev of Cdn housing policies 2. dev of soc work and soc welfare: confed to present.

NADER GA Geog Dept Trent U: headquarters locations of banks and insurance companies since 1870.

NELLES HV Hist Dept York U: See ARMSTRONG C.

NICOLSON M (prof GA Stelter): the Irish Catholics and their church in Toronto 1850-90 (PhD Hist Guelph).

NOBLE EJ (prof GA Stelter): entrepreneurs and the dev of Orillia Ont 1865-1900 (PhD Hist Guelph).

NORRIS DA Geog Dept McMaster U: 1. research assoc Historical Atlas of Canada 2. hist geog of Cdn material culture.


OBJOIS C (prof J Blain): Les meuniers dans la seigneurie de l'île de Montréal au 18e siècle (MA Hist Montréal).

OLIVIER G (prof M Garden): La population de la ville de Québec 1620-1720: démographie historique

PAUL F (prof A Poitrineau): l'apprentissage des métiers à Québec pendant le 18e siècle (PhD Clermont-Ferrand).


PERREAULT L (prof N Voisine): habitation et rénovation, Montréal 1930-60 (MA Laval).

PETROFF L (prof RF Harney): the Macedonian community in Toronto to 1940: a study (PhD OISE Toronto).

PIERRE-DESGHINES C (prof P-A Linteau et A Desbiens): la tuberculose au Québec au début du XXe siècle: problème social et réponse réformiste (MA Hist U Québec à Montréal).


PLOUFFE M (prof R Lamontagne): étude de l'organisation et du développement des services publics de Saint-Jérôme de 1834-1934 (MA Hist Montréal).


POLLIN S (prov HV Nelles): the industrialization of furniture manuf in Ont 1840-90 (PhD Hist York).

PORTER JR (prof F Gagnon): l'hôpital-général de Québec de 1692 à nos jours (PhD Montréal).

PSUTKA SV (prof JW Simmons): labour union activity in the Cdn urb system (PhD Geog Toronto).


REGEHR TD Hist Dept U Saskatchewan: 1. Montreal banking and hydroelectric developments 1890-1940.


RICHARD C (prof R Lamontagne): l'industrie et le commerce du bois en Nouvelle-France (PhD Hist Montréal).

RICHARD C (prof JW Brennan): boosterism and urb dev in Regina and Moose Jaw, 1900-1914 (MA Hist Regina).


RIDDLE JN (prof DH Avery): impact of the railroad on North Bay (MA Hist Western).


RIENDEAU RE (prof JMS Careless): 1. a clash of interests: the municipal response to mass dependency in the metropolitan Toronto area, 1913-1941 (PhD Hist Toronto) 2. See: CAMERON D.
ROBB SA Hist Dept U of PEI: mob violence in late 18th and 19th c Maritime cities.

ROBERT J-C Hist Dept U Québec à Montréal: 1. urbanization of 19th c Can 2. relations between town and country in Quebec 3. illus hist of Montreal to 1871.

ROBERT N (prof L Campeau): les revenus de la fabrique comme indicateur de la situation économique des habitants de la ville de Québec au 17 siècle (MA Montréal).


ROBERTS D (prof SF Wise): study of soc structure of Saint John, 1870s (MA Hist Carleton).


ROBERTSON IE (prof JE Hendrickson): the role of businessmen in the dev of Victoria in the late 19th c (MA Hist Victoria).

ROMNEY PM (prof JMS Careless): politics, business and pub morality in mid-19th c Toronto (PhD Hist Toronto).


ROSTECKI RR (prof JE Rea): 1. dev of Winnipeg during the 1880s (MA Hist Manitoba) 2. See CARRINGTON S.

ROUSSEAU F (prof J Mathieu): l'hospitalisation en Nouvelle-France, l'Hôtel Dieu de Québec 1689-1698 (PhD Hist Laval).

ROY D (prof F MacKinnon): the process of land use regulation: the hybrid of Calgary (PhD Geog Calgary).


RUDDELL T (prof J Hamelin): les ouvriers de la ville de Québec 1790-1815 (PhD Hist Laval).


RUDIN RE Hist Dept Concordia U: 1. study of operations of Quebec-based banks, 1840-1925 2. urbanization in Quebec, 1840-1914.

RUDNICKI R Geog Dept SUNY Oneonta: 1. historical geography of settlement 2. ethnic settlement patterns.

SAARINEN OW Geog Dept Laurentian U: 1. urban development in Northeastern Ontario 2. land use planning in Canadian resource communities.

SAUNDERS I: See CARRINGTON S.

SCARLET MJ Geog Dept Memorial U: annotated index of the hist photographs of Nfld contained in the coll of the Dept of Geog, Memorial U.


SEMPLE N Hist Dept Western (prof JMS Careless): 1. the impact of urbanization on the Methodist church in central Canada, 1854-1884 (PhD Hist Toronto completed 1979) 2. railway dev of Toronto harbour area.

SENTANCE CN (prof M Brownstone): the political theory of anarchism and its theoretical and practical applicability to urb pol in Can (PhD Pol Sci Toronto).


SIMMONS LJ (prof J Igartua): domestic servitude in mid-17th c Quebec City (MA Hist Western).

SIMON JC Consumer Studies Dept U Guelph: survey of Canadian vernacular housing from 1850-present.

SITWELL OFG Geog Dept U Alberta: 1. spatial organization of prairie towns 1800-1914 2. structural analysis of urban cultural landscape.

SMITH A (prof N MacDonald): the Non-Partisan Association in Vancouver's municipal politics (MA Hist UBC).


SMITH PJ Geog Dept U Alberta: 1. adaptations to British and American planning techniques in Alberta's planning legislation 1913-1950 2. annexation policies in Alberta since 1946.


SOUCY-ROY C (profes P-A Linteau et J-C Robert): le logement ouvrier à Montréal 1880-1920 (PhD Hist U Québec à Montréal).


SPELT J Vice-Dean Arts and Sci U Toronto: 1. Historical urb geog of Ont 2. urb form in Canada.


STRUTHERS JE Can Studies Trent U: 1. Cdn unemployment policy,
1914–present 2. social work profession and social welfare in Can.

STURINO F Hist OISE U Toronto: 1. S. European immigration to the Cdn city 1880–1960 2. peasant background kinship and village ties in the city.

SUTHERLAND DA Hist Dept Dalhousie: entrepreneurship and the growth of 19th c Halifax.

SUTHERLAND N Fac of Educ UBC: 1. hist of urb children in Can 2. hist of urb educ in Canada.

TAYLOR IC Soc Sciences Athabasca U: 1. health and housing in 19th c Liverpool Eng 2. land speculation and urb growth in pre-1914 Alberta 3. TV series on Vancouver, ACCESS (Alberta) and BBC (Open University).

TAYLOR JH Hist Dept Carleton U: 1. illus history of Ottawa 2. urban politics 3. urban dependency.


THIVIERGE M (J Mathieu): les métiers du cuir à Québec 1660–1800 (MA Hist Laval).

THOMAS LH Hist Dept U Alberta: history of Saskatoon.


TULCHINSKY GJ Hist Dept Queen's U: social and economic aspects of Montreal, 1830–1914.

TUNBRIDGE JE Geog Dept Carleton U: 1. evol of contemp urb distributions from pre-industrial antecedants, with part. ref to Bristol and Kingston 2. Hist and cultural urb heritage, incl spatial aspects of conservation and utilization.

VAN NUS W Hist Dept Concordia (SGW): 1. history of the urb planning movement in Canada to 1939 2. dev of anglophone suburban havens in the Montreal region.


VOYD VH (prof LJ Baksh): selected community factors, school attendance and literacy in Nfld (M Ed Memorial).

VOYER C-L (prof L Noppen): développement urbain et architecture de la ville de Saint-Hyacinthe au 19e siècle (MA Arch Laval).

WALLACE CM Hist Dept Laurentian U: hist of Saint John, NB.


WEAVER JC Hist Dept McMaster U: 1. illus hist of Hamilton 2. land dev and building trades, 1800-present 3. law enforcement and crime to 1860.


WHITESIDE J (prof D McCalla): the Toronto stock exchange to 1900: its membership and the dev of the share market (MA Hist Trent, completed 1979).

WIESMAN B School of Community and Regional Planning UBC: hist of urb planning in Can since 1876--the institutional response.

WOOD JD Geog Dept York U: provenance and implementation of urban planning in pre-Confederation 'Ontario'.


YOUNKIN RJ (prof GA Stelter): three periods of growth in a Maritime centre; a social hist of Fredericton NB 1783-1851 (MA Hist Guelph, completed 1979).

ZUCCHI J (prof JMS Careless and R. Harney): the early Italian community in Toronto (PhD Hist Toronto).